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A B S T R A C T

Data sharing becomes an exceptionally attractive service supplied by cloud computing plat-

forms because of its convenience and economy. As a potential technique for realizing fine-

grained data sharing, attribute-based encryption (ABE) has drawn wide attentions. However,

most of the existing ABE solutions suffer from the disadvantages of high computation over-

head and weak data security, which has severely impeded resource-constrained mobile devices

to customize the service. The problem of simultaneously achieving fine-grainedness, high-

efficiency on the data owner’s side, and standard data confidentiality of cloud data sharing

actually still remains unresolved. This paper addresses this challenging issue by propos-

ing a new attribute-based data sharing scheme suitable for resource-limited mobile users

in cloud computing. The proposed scheme eliminates a majority of the computation task

by adding system public parameters besides moving partial encryption computation offline.

In addition, a public ciphertext test phase is performed before the decryption phase, which

eliminates most of computation overhead due to illegitimate ciphertexts. For the sake of

data security, a Chameleon hash function is used to generate an immediate ciphertext, which

will be blinded by the offline ciphertexts to obtain the final online ciphertexts. The pro-

posed scheme is proven secure against adaptively chosen-ciphertext attacks, which is widely

recognized as a standard security notion. Extensive performance analysis indicates that the

proposed scheme is secure and efficient.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of Cloud Computing, more and more data
are outsourced to cloud servers from individual users and

enterprise. Usually, the cloud service can be divided into three
types, that is, the public cloud, private cloud and hybrid cloud,
where the public cloud is usually untrusted while the private
cloud is assumed to be semi-trusted or fully trusted, and
hybrid cloud is the combination of public cloud and private
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cloud. Thus, when users want to outsource their sensitive
data to public cloud, including their personal files, health
records, emails etc., they have to implement access control
on the data besides preserving privacy and data deduplication
(Huang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2014, 2015, 2017). In traditional
access control mechanisms, it is usually assumed that the
data owner and the storage servers are in the same trusted
domain, where the storage servers are fully trusted and are
responsible for defining and enforcing access control poli-
cies. This assumption however no longer holds in cloud
computing in that the data owner and cloud servers are very
likely to be in different domains. Some users may encrypt
their data and upload corresponding ciphertexts for sharing
to protect their privacy. However, the encryption form of the
data makes the data sharing difficult, especially for the case
of fine-grained data sharing.

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is one of useful crypto-
graphic primitives to realize fine-grained access control, which
has been widely adopted in cloud computing. In ABE, each user
obtains a private key related to his attribute set or access policy.
More specifically, two kinds of ABE have been defined for access
control system, that is, key-policy ABE and ciphertext-policy
ABE. In key-policy ABE, the policy for users are bounded in the
private keys during the key issuing phase. In ciphertext-
policy ABE, such policy is inserted and bounded in the ciphertext
instead. Both kinds of ABE have found important application
scenarios.

However, the security and efficiency challenges have arisen
when typical ABE schemes are directly utilized to design
access control systems. For one thing, most of the existing
ABE schemes are secure against chosen-plaintext attacks (CPA)
which is a notion less desirable than security against adap-
tive chosen-ciphertext attacks (CCA2). For another, both the
encryption and decryption algorithms are bounded with the
number of attributes or the size of access formula. The com-
putation overhead is very high especially for the ABE schemes
with CCA2 security. Such a drawback becomes more serious
for resource-constrained users such as mobile devices and
sensors. As a result, these computations cannot be indepen-
dently completed by such users. For the purpose of reducing
the computational overhead, the technique of outsourcing
computation was introduced, in which the computation tasks
can be outsourced to public cloud servers. In this way, the
computational overhead at user side can be reduced greatly.
There are many research works for secure outsourcing ABE,
such as (Green et al., 2011; Zhou and Huang, 2012). However,
all these works require that the users need to blind and
upload the computational tasks to the cloud server. After the
cloud server returns the results, the users unblind and get its
final results. There are three main drawbacks when utilizing
such a technique in the computation for resource-constrained
users. First, the blind and unblind algorithms require some
computational cost, which also has impact on the response
time. Second, the users have to interact with the cloud server
for computation outsourcing. Finally, the result returned from
the cloud servers cannot be fully trusted. As far as the authors’
knowledge, the problem of simultaneously achieving fine-
grainedness, high-efficiency on the data owner’s side, and
standard data confidentiality of cloud data sharing still remains
unresolved.

1.1. Our contribution

Research contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• In order to realize secure attribute-based data sharing (ABDS)
suitable for resource-constrained mobile users, we intro-
duce a new online/offline ABE scheme that eliminates a
majority of the computation task by adding system public
parameters besides moving the encryption computation
overhead on the data owner’s side to the offline phase.

• A public ciphertext test phase is performed before the de-
cryption phase, which eliminates most of the computational
cost resulted from illegitimate ciphertexts. In other words,
the public ciphertext test allows a user to check at a low
cost whether a potential equation holds for components of
a given ciphertext before performing the expensive decryp-
tion phase.

• The technique of Chameleon hash function is used to gen-
erate an immediate ciphertext, which will be blinded by the
offline ciphertexts to obtain the final online ciphertexts. In
this way, the proposed scheme is proven CCA2 secure, which
is widely recognized as a standard security notion. Theo-
retical analysis and experimental results indicate that the
proposed ABDS system is extremely suitable for resource-
limited mobile users in cloud computing.

1.2. Related work

In this section, we summarize the related works on ABE, online/
offline cryptography and outsourcing computation.

1.2.1. Attribute-based encryption
The notion of ABE, known as fuzzy identity-based encryption
in Sahai and Waters (2005), was proposed and applied in bio-
metrics encryption by Goyal et al. (2006). In biometrics
encryption application, the key extracted from the biomet-
rics such as fingerprint will always be different each time
because of the biometric measurement noise during the ex-
traction algorithm. With the technology of fuzzy identity-
based encryption, such problem can be solved by introducing
error-tolerance in fuzzy identity-based encryption. It allows the
private key with slight difference from the original one to
decrypt the ciphertext for the original biometric identity. The
notion is extended into ABE by defining the identity as a set
of attributes. In Goyal et al. (2006), it introduced two different
and complementary notions of ABE called KP-ABE and CP-
ABE, to deal with the error tolerance in key generation phase
or ciphertext generation phase. A secure construction of KP-
ABE was given in Goyal et al. (2006) by dividing the private key
according to the access policy. A provably secure CP-APE con-
struction supporting tree-based access structure in generic
group model was presented by Bethencourt et al. (2007), where
a random number for generation of ciphertext is divided ac-
cording to the access policy specified in the ciphertext.

In the last decade, there are a lot of works on ABE con-
structions and applications proposed. They range from
constructing stronger security schemes to proposing more ef-
ficient schemes. For example, to reduce the trust of attribute
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authority, the notion of ABE with multi-authorities has been
proposed (Chase, 2007). Because of the anonymity of attri-
bute private key, to prevent the key-abuse attack, the notion
of accountable ABE was given and constructed in (Li et al., 2009).
Aiming at improving the decryption efficiency in anonymous
ABE, the match-then-decrypt technique was proposed by Zhang
et al. (2013, 2017). Unbounded ABE was proposed by Lewko and
Waters (2011), which has a large attribute universe and imposes
no bound on the size of attribute sets used for encryption. More
efficient large universe ABE schemes were presented by
Rouselakis and Waters (2013). For the sake of revocable ABE,
a direct attribute and user revocation mechanism is pro-
posed in Zhang et al. (2014), where an auxiliary function is
introduced to specify the ciphertexts involved in revocation
events and then only these involved ciphertexts are updated.
To enhance and provide better security, the fully-secure ABE
was proposed in Waters (2009). ABE suitable for mobile cloud
computing was proposed by Zhang et al. (2014), which fea-
tures constant computation cost and constant-size ciphertexts.
The scheme is used to realize attribute-based data sharing in
mobile computing in Zhang et al. (2016). A KP-ABE scheme sup-
porting public ciphertext test was presented by Liu et al. (2014),
which realizes CCA2 with the help of Chameleon hashing. The
notion of Chameleon hashing was first introduced by Krawczyk
and Rabin (2000), further refined respectively by Ateniese and
de Medeiros (2005) and Chen et al. (2007). Considering that com-
putational cost in ABE encryption often scales with the
complexity of the access structure or number of attributes,
Hohenberger and Waters (2014) proposed online/offline ABE.
However, the proposed schemes are CPA secure and fail to
realize public ciphertext test.

1.2.2. Online/offline cryptography
The notion of online/offline was initiated by Even et al. (1996)
for signatures. Later, Shamir and Tauman (2001) developed a
paradigm called hash-sign-switch based on Chameleon hashing
functions for designing efficient online/offline signature
schemes. An online/offline signature scheme consists of two
phases and it can efficiently enable handover authentication
in wireless networks (Zhang et al., 2014). Before the message
to be signed is known, the first offline phase is performed. The
second online phase is performed once the message is known,
and it is supposed to be very fast. In the online/offline signa-
ture schemes based on the hash-sign-switch paradigm (Shamir
and Tauman, 2001), one security flaw is the key exposure
problem of Chameleon hashing.To solve this problem, a special
double-trapdoor hash family based on the discrete logarithm
assumption was proposed by Chen et al. (2008), and they applied
the hash-sign-switch paradigm to propose a much more effi-
cient generic online/offline signature scheme.

The technique of online/offline encryption was intro-
duced by Guo et al. (2008), where they proposed an identity-
based online/offline encryption (IBOOE) scheme. In the proposed
scheme, the encryption process is split into two phases: the
offline phase and the online phase. The offline phase does the
vast majority of the work to encrypt a message, and it re-
quires neither the knowledge of the message to be encrypted
nor the receiver’s identity. This division of computational tasks
makes encryption affordable by mobile devices with limited
computation power in that most of the works can be ex-

ecuted offline. A more efficient IBOOE scheme was proposed
by Liu and Zhou (2009). Very recently, an improved IBOOE
scheme has been proposed by Lai et al. (2015). They proposed
an efficient transformation to obtain an online/offline encryp-
tion scheme from a traditional identity-based encryption
scheme. A new notion called identity-based online/offline key
encapsulation mechanism was proposed by Chow et al. (2011),
which allows the key encapsulation process to be split into
offline and online stages. Especially, Hohenberger and Waters
(2014) applied the idea to attribute-based encryption and pro-
posed online/offline ABE. The first fully secure online/offline
predicate encryption and attribute-based encryption schemes
have recently been presented by Datta et al. (2015). These
schemes are CPA secure and the computation efficiency on the
data owner’s side still needs to be improved. Besides, these
schemes fail to realize public ciphertext test before perform-
ing expensive decryption.

1.2.3. Outsourcing computation
Cloud Computing is an emerging technology enabling the de-
livery of computing and storage resources as a service (Armbrust
et al., 2010). The users can rent and pay the utility computa-
tion or storage service provided by the cloud service provider
on-demand, which has more flexibility and elasticity compar-
ing with traditional hosting services. Such on-demand scalability
is realized because of the recent advancements in virtualization
and network management. In cloud computing, users do not
need to manage or know details of the underlying cloud in-
frastructure. However, the users are able to have the control
of the specified operating systems, storage space etc. Cur-
rently, there are many cloud application examples like Amazon
EC2 and S3 and Dropbox.

The issue of secure outsourcing computation, including the
scientific computation problem and other computational
problem, has drawn much attention for decades (Atallah and
Frikken, 2010; Atallah and Li, 2005; Atallah et al., 2002; Benjamin
and Atallah, 2008). Especially, with the fast development of
mobile device and other resource-limited computational devices,
such an outsourcing technique becomes more and more im-
portant. However, the previous techniques cannot be applied
to ABE directly because of the problems are totally different.
Some works also proposed to accelerate the computation of
exponentiations such as Bicakci and Baykal (2004; Hohenberger
and Lysyanskaya (2005; Jakobsson and Wetzel (2001). Re-
cently, the technique of fully homomorphic encryption has also
been utilized to construct and solve the problem of outsourc-
ing computation (Gentry, 2009; Gentry and Halevi, 2011;
Goldwasser et al., 2008). These papers are proposed for general
problem, instead of the concrete computation problem.
However, Gentry and Halevi (2011) pointed out that even for
weak security parameters on “bootstrapping” operation of the
homomorphic encryption, it takes around 30 seconds on a high
performance machine.Therefore, the computational cost is too
high to be applied in practical applications.

To avoid the inefficiency of the fully homomorphic encryp-
tion, some solutions for practical and concrete problems have
been proposed recently. To reduce the computational over-
head of access control using ABE, some works have addressed
this problem by proposing outsourcing ABE techniques (Green
et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012, 2014; Zhou and Huang, 2012). To
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reduce the computational overhead of decryption algorithm
at the user side, in Green et al. (2011), it showed how to out-
source the decryption of ABE to the cloud computing while
keeping the security of the ABE as its original ABE scheme. In
this way, the user only needs to compute constant computa-
tion, instead of the computational cost growing with the number
of attributes.The encryption computational overhead also grows
with the size of access policy or the number of attributes in
literature.To further reduce the computational overhead during
encryption, an outsourced ABE supporting outsourced encryp-
tion and decryption was presented in Li et al. (2012); Zhou and
Huang (2012).The main techniques in these works (Green et al.,
2011; Li et al., 2014; Zhou and Huang, 2012) are to blind user’s
attribute private key. Recently, Li et al. (2013) and Sahai et al.
(2012). utilized a splitting method to keep the secret of the
private key. They also considered to outsource the key gen-
eration computation, as well as the encryption and decryption
computation simultaneously. To verify the correctness of de-
cryption, Lai et al. (2013) proposed a solution for ABE with
verifiable decryption. There are also some works (Li et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2011) proposing solutions of outsourcing linear pro-
gramming computation, classification and aided revocation in
identity-based encryption (Li et al., 2015).

1.3. Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some prelimi-
naries are reviewed in Section 2. We then present the system
architecture, design goals and security model in Section 3. The
proposed attribute-based data sharing scheme together with
its security results are presented in Section 4. Performance
related issues are described in Section 5. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we give a brief review on some cryptographic
background, access structures and Chameleon hash functions.

2.1. Notations

Throughout this paper, we use [k1,k2] to denote the set
k k k1 1 21, , ,+{ }� containing consecutive integers. For k∈� ,

we denote by [k] the set 1 2, , ,� k{ }. For a set S, |S| represents
its cardinality, and s ∈ R S means the variable s is chosen uni-
formly at random from S.

2.2. Cryptographic background

Definition 1. (Bilinear Pairings). Let G, GT be cyclic multiplica-
tive groups of prime order p. Let g R∈ G be a generator. We call ê a
bilinear pairing if ˆ :e TG G G× → is a map with the following
properties:

1. Bilinear: ˆ , ˆ ,e g g e g ga b ab( ) = ( ) for all a b p, ∈� .
2. Non-degenerate: There exists g g1 2, ∈G such that ˆ ,e g g1 2 1( ) ≠ .
3. Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to compute ˆ ,e g g1 2( )

for all g g1 2, ∈G.

Definition 2. (q-wDBDH Problem). The q-weak Decisional Bilin-
ear Diffie-Hellman (q-wDBDH) Problem (Rouselakis and Waters,
2013) in G is that, given the following terms:

g g g g gx y z xz, , , , ,( )2

g g g g g g i qb xzb xz b x zb y b y bi i i i i i, , , , , ,
2 2 2 2

∀ ∈[ ]

g g g g i j q i jxzb b yb b xyzb b xz b bi j i j i j i j, , , , , , ,
2 2( ) ∀ ∈[ ] ≠

where x y z b b bq, , , , , ,1 2 � are randomly chosen from �p , and
T T∈G , to decide if T e g g xyz= ( )ˆ , .

We say that the ε, q( )-wDBDH Assumption holds in G if no
Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithm has probability

at least
1
2
+ ε in solving the q-wDBDH problem in G for non-

negligible ε.

2.3. Access structures and linear secret sharing schemes

Definition 3. (Access Structures (Beimel, 1996)). Let U be a set
of parties. A collection A ⊆ 2U is monotone if ∀ ∈B A and C∈2U : if
B ⊆ C then C∈A . An access structure (monotone access structure)
on U is a collection (monotone collection) A of non-empty subsets
of U , i.e., A ⊆ /{ }2 0U \ . The sets in A are called the authorized sets,
otherwise, the sets are called the unauthorized sets.

In attribute-based encryption systems, the roles of the parties
are determined by the attributes in the attribute universe U .
Therefore, the access structure A will contain the autho-
rized sets of attributes.

Definition 4. (Linear Secret Sharing Schemes (LSSS) (Beimel,
1996)). Let U be the attribute universe and A an access structure
on U . An LSSS can be used to represent an access structure
A = ( )M, ρ , where M is an ℓ × n matrix which is called the share-
generating matrix and ρ maps a row of M into an attribute. An LSSS
consists of two algorithms:

• Share M s, ,ρ( )( ) : This algorithm is used to share a secret value
s based on attributes. Considering a vector

�
…v s y yn

T= ( ), , ,2 ,
where s p∈� is the secret to be shared and y yn R p2, ,… �∈ , then
λi iM v= ⋅

� �
is a share of the secret s which belongs to the attri-

bute ρ(i).
• Reconstruction λ λ ρ1, , , ,… � M( )( ) : This algorithm is used to re-

construct s from secret shares. Let S∈A be any authorized set
and I i i S= ( ) ∈{ } ⊆ { }ρ 1 2, , ,… � . Then there exists coefficients
ci i I{ } ∈ such that ∑ ( )∈i I i ic M

�
…= 1, 0, , 0 , thus we have

∑ =∈i I i ic sλ .

2.4. Chameleon hash functions

A chameleon hash function is a trapdoor collision-resistant hash
function, which is associated with a trapdoor/hash key pair
( sk pkch ch, ). Anyone who knows the public key pkch can effi-
ciently compute the hash value for each input. However, there
exists no efficient algorithm for anyone except the holder of
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the secret key skch , to find collisions for every given input. A
chameleon hash function consists of three polynomial time
algorithms as below:

• KeyGench 1λ( )→ ( )sk pkch ch, : It takes as inputs the security pa-
rameter λ, and outputs a trapdoor/hash key pair ( sk pkch ch, ).

• Hch pk m r vch ch ch, ,( )→ : It takes as inputs the Chameleon
hash public key pkch , a message mch , and an auxiliary
random parameter rch R∈ R , where R is a universe speci-
fied by Hch , and outputs the hashed value v.

• TrapCollisionch ( , , , )sk m r m rch ch ch ch ch′ ′→ : It takes as inputs the
Chameleon hash secret key skch , a message mch with its aux-
iliary random parameter rch, and another message m mch ch′ ≠ ,
and outputs another auxiliary random parameter rch′ such
that ′ = = =( )v vpk m r pk m rch ch ch ch ch chH Hch ch( , , ) , ,′ ′ .

A secure Chameleon hash function satisfies the require-
ments of Collision Resistance and Uniformity.

3. System architecture and security model

3.1. System architecture and design goals

As shown in Fig. 1, the system architecture of attribute-
based data sharing suitable for resource-constrained users in
cloud computing consists of four entities AA (Attribute Au-
thority), CSP (Cloud Service Provider), MO (Mobile Data Owner),
and DU (Data User).

• AA is a key entity who generates system public param-
eters and master keys. Especially, the system public
parameters contain immediate ciphertexts, which can be
used by MO in the online phase. Also, AA manages users
in the system and it is fully trusted by entities in the
attribute-based data sharing system.

• MO is a resource-constrained entity who wishes to safely
store a file on cloud storage servers maintained by CSP for

sharing. Before it specifies the message, MO can generate
offline ciphertexts while accessing the power source. When
the message becomes known, MO can calculate final
ciphertexts online without significantly draining the battery.

• CSP is in charge of saving the ciphertext data of MO and it
consists of a lot of cloud storage servers, which are main-
tained by a data service manager.

• DU is an entity who has a secret key and intends to access
a ciphertext hosted in CSP. In order to improve the effi-
ciency of decryption, a public ciphertext test phase is
additionally introduced before the decryption phase. To be
specific, after downloading the ciphertext from CSP, DU
should perform the test that if the ciphertext is legiti-
mate. And, the decryption phase is performed if and only
if the ciphertext passes the test.

In this work, it is assumed that all the entities except AA
are “honest-but-curious”. More precisely, they will honestly
execute the tasks assigned by legitimate parties but try to find
out as much private information as possible. The security goal
is semantic security of data, which is closely related to the fol-
lowing two requirements:

• Data Confidentiality. Unauthorized users should be pre-
vented from recovering the message of ciphertexts. In
addition, unauthorized access from CSP to the message of
ciphertexts should also be prevented.

• Collusion-Resistance. Malicious users colluding with CSP should
not succeed in decrypting the ciphertext by combining their
attributes if each of them cannot decrypt the ciphertext
alone.

Also, the performance-related issue should be taken into
consideration.

• Online/Offline Encryption. The scheme allows a resource-
constrained mobile user to quickly transform a message into
an ABE ciphertext. Specifically, a lot of preparation work can

Fig. 1 – System architecture of attribute-based data sharing for resource-constrained users.
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be performed by other entities and the mobile user while
accessing a power supply.

• Public Ciphertext Test. Anyone can verify whether a cipher-
text is legitimate without requiring secret keys. Invalid
ciphertexts are thrown away without performing the de-
cryption phase.

Based on the proposed system architecture, we define the
attribute-based data sharing system suitable for resource-
constrained users in cloud computing.The system involves five
phases as below.

• Initialization. AA generates system public parameters and
master keys for the system. All users can obtain the system
public parameters, where immediate ciphertexts are cal-
culated by AA and used in the subsequent online data
creation phase by MO.

• User Registration. A user can join the attribute-based data
sharing system by committing an access structure to AA,
who issues a secret key to the user based on the access
structure.

• Offline Data Creation. MO generates offline ciphertexts,
which are used in the subsequent online data creation phase
by MO.

• Online Data Creation. MO encrypts a file based on an at-
tribute set and outsources the final ciphertext to CSP for
sharing.

• Data Access. DU downloads a ciphertext from CSP. If the
ciphertext is legitimate, then MU decrypts it based on his/
her secret keys.

3.2. Security model

Before giving the formalized security model, we first lay out
the definition of an online/offline KP-ABE scheme supporting
public ciphertext test, which is the basic tool of the proposed
attribute-based data sharing system. An online/offline KP-
ABE scheme supporting public ciphertext test consists of the
following five algorithms:

• Setup(1λ) →(PK,MK): The setup algorithm is run by AA. It takes
as input a security parameter λ, and outputs the system
public key PK and the master key MK.

• KeyGen PK MK SK, , A A( )→ : The key generation algorithm
is run by AA. It takes as input the system public key PK, the
master key MK and an access structure A , and outputs SKA

as the secret key associated with A .
• Encryptoff PK CT( )→ off : The offline encryption algorithm is

run by MO. On input the system public key PK, it gener-
ates an offline ciphertext CToff .

• Encrypton PK m S CT CTS, , , off( )→ : The online encryption algo-
rithm is run by MO. On input the system public key PK, a
message m, an attribute set S and an offline ciphertext CToff ,
it generates the final ciphertext CTS.

• Decrypt PK CT SK mS, , A( )→ or ⊥: The decryption algorithm
is run by DU. It involves a public ciphertext test phase and
a decryption phase. Note that the secret key SKA is only used
in the decryption phase. On input the system public key PK,
a ciphertext CTS of a message m under S, and a secret key
SKA associated with A , the ciphertext CTS is tested and de-
crypted by DU as follows:
1. Public Test Phase: It returns ⊥ to terminate decryption if

CTS is illegitimate. Otherwise, the Public Test Phase ends
by initiating the Decryption Phase.

2. Decryption Phase: It outputs the message m if S is an au-
thorized set of A .

In the following, based on the system architecture, we for-
malize the security model by specifying the ability of
adversaries. We define the indistinguishability against selec-
tive chosen attribute set and chosen ciphertext attacks in KP-
ABE systems. The security model is defined through a game
played by an adversary A and a challenger B , as shown in
Fig. 2.

Definition 5. An online/offline KP-ABE scheme supporting public ci-
phertext test is said to be selective chosen attribute set and chosen
ciphertext secure if no PPT adversary can break the above security
game with a non-negligible advantage.

Fig. 2 – Formalized security model.
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4. ABDS for resource-limited users

4.1. Proposed ABDS system

Initialization Phase. In the initialization phase, AA gener-
ates system public parameters and master keys by
performing the following procedures.
• AA performs the algorithm Setup(1λ): Let G, GT be two

cyclic multiplicative groups of large prime order p,
ˆ :e TG G G× → be a bilinear map, and g be a generator

of G. Let U = −⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

0
1

2
,

p
be the regular attribute uni-

verse, and V = + −⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

p
p

1
2

1, the verification universe. A

secure Chameleon hash function Hch : ,0 1{ } →* V is
adopted in the scheme. AA selects h u R, ,ω ∈ G, an ex-
ponent α ∈R p� and computes Y e g g= ( )ˆ , α .

• AA runs the KeyGench 1λ( ) algorithm of Hch to obtain
a Chameleon hash key pair sk pkch ch,( ).

• IT Pool Construction: AA picks r xj j R p, ∈ � , computes

C gj
rj

,1′ = , C u hj
x r

j j

,2′ = ( ) , and sets IT r x C Cj j j j j= ( , , , ), ,1 2′ ′ for
j ∈ [N], where N is an integer used by AA to deter-
mine the size of the immediate ciphertext pool. Then,
AA picks r R p0 ∈ � , rch R∈ R , computes C gr

0 1
0

,′ = ,

v pk C C C C rch N ch= Hch( , , ), , , ,0 1 1 1 2 1 1′ ′ ′ ′� � ��� , C u hv r
0,2 = 0′ ( )

and sets IT C C0 0 1 0 2= ( , ), ,′ ′ , where R is the auxiliary pa-
rameter universe of Hch . Finally, AA sets IT ITj j N

= { } ∈[ ]0, .
Note that the IT pool can be updated by AA if
necessary. To be specific, it is necessary for
the attribute authority to update the IT pool
whenever new attributes are introduced to the
system for improving the expressiveness and the
number of attributes exceeds the size of the IT pool.
Suppose a new attribute Aj is introduced to the
system. In order to update the IT pool, AA picks

r xj j R p, ∈ � , computes C gj
rj

,1′ = , C u hj
x r

j j

,2′ = ( ) , sets

IT r x C Cj j j j j= ( , , , ), ,1 2′ ′ and adds ITj to the IT pool. Then,
AA computes r sk m r mch ch ch ch ch′ ′= TrapCollisionch( , , , ),
where m C C C Cch N= 0 1 1 1 2 1 1, , , ,′ ′ ′ ′� � ��� and m m Cch ch j′ ′= � ,1 .
In the system public key, AA only needs to update the
components rch and IT with new values.

• The system public key is published as
PK r pk g h u Y ITch ch= Hch, , , , , , , ,ω . The master key is
MK = 〈α〉.

User Registration Phase. Upon receiving an access struc-
ture A = ( )M, ρ from a mobile user, where M p

n∈ ×�� and
ρ : �[ ]→ U , AA generates a secret key SK M,ρ( ) for the user
based on the algorithm KeyGen.

• KeyGen PK MK M, , , ρ( )( ) : AA first sets
�

�y y yn
T= ( )α, , ,2 with y yn R p2, ,� �∈ , and calculates

the vector of shares
�

�
�

�λ λ λ λ= ( ) =1 2, , , T My . Then AA
picks t t t R p1 2, , ,� �� ∈ , and for i ∈ [ℓ], computes
K gi

ti i
,0 = λω , K u hi

i ti
,1 = ⋅( )( ) −ρ , K gi

ti
,2 = . Finally, the secret

key is SK M K K KM i i i i, , , ,, , , ,ρ ρ( ) ∈[ ]= ( ) { }0 1 2 � .
Offline Data Creation Phase. MO generates offline ciphertexts
CToff based on the algorithm Encryptoff .

• Encryptoff PK( ) : MO picks s R p∈ � and computes
K = Ys, C0 = gs, C s

ω ω= − . Then MO sets CT K C Coff = , ,0 ω .

Note that MO can construct a pool of offline ciphertexts,
which can be used in different online phase.

Online Data Creation Phase. In the online phase, MO
chooses any one offline module CT K C Coff = , ,0 ω from the
pool. Then, MO encrypts a file m T∈G with respect to an
attribute set S by performing the following Encrypton

algorithm, and outsources the final ciphertext CTS to CSP
for sharing.
• Encrypton PK m S CT, , , off( ) : Suppose the attribute

set S A A A= { }1 2, , ,� κ , where κ = |S|. MO chooses
any κ immediate modules IT r x C Cj j j j j= ( , , , ), ,1 2′ ′ and
IT C Co = ( , ), ,0 1 0 2′ ′ in the immediate ciphertext pool.
Then, for j ∈ [κ], MO computes C m K= ⋅ , C C gj j

rj
, ,1 1= =′ ,

C C C u hj j
x r sj j

, ,2 2= ⋅ = ( ) ⋅ −′ ω ω , C r A xj j j j,3 = ⋅ −( ) , and
C C gr

0 1 0 1
0

, ,= =′ , C C C u hv r s
0 2 0 2

0
, ,= ⋅ = ( ) ⋅ −′ ω ω . Finally,

the ciphertext of m with respect to S is
CT S C C C C C C CS j j j j

= { } ∈[ ], , , , , , ,, , , , ,0 0 1 0 2 1 2 3 κ .
Data Access Phase. DU downloads a ciphertext CTS from CSP,
and performs the following algorithm Decrypt based on
his/her secret key SK M,ρ( ) to recover the corresponding
message.

• Decrypt PK CT SKS M, , ,ρ( )( ) : The ciphertext CTS is tested
and decrypted by DU as follows:

– Public Test Phase: DU computes
v pk C C C rch N ch= ( )Hch , ˆ ˆ ˆ ,, , ,0 1 1 1 1� ��� , where ˆ

, ,C Cj j1 1= if
Cj,1 is a component of CTS, otherwise ˆ

, ,C Cj j1 1= ′ . Then,
DU verifies whether the ciphertext is legitimate based
on the following equation:

ˆ , ˆ , ˆ ,, , ,
,e g C C u e C e C hi

i

C
i

i

i
0 2 2

1
0 1

0

3

= =
∏ ∏⋅⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( ) = ⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

κ
κ

κ

ω ˆ̂ , ,, ,e C C uv
i
A

i

i
0 1 1

1=
∏⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

κ

where κ = |S|. If the above equation holds, then CTS is
legitimate and DU proceeds. Note that even if the IT
pool has been updated, the computation of v is correct
because the value of v is not altered based on the trap-
door collision property of Chameleon hash functions.
Hence, the proposed scheme is not affected even if dif-
ferent IT pools are used in the encryption and
decryption.

– Decryption Phase: If S is not an authorized set of (M,ρ),
it returns ⊥. Otherwise, DU finds the set of rows in M
that provides shares to attributes in S, i.e.,
I i i S= ( ) ∈{ }ρ . Then DU calculates ωi p i I

∈{ } ∈� such
that ∑ = ( )∈i I i iMω

�
�1 0 0, , , , where

�
Mi is the i-th row of

the matrix M. Finally, the message m can be recov-
ered by computing

B e K C e K C e K C ui i j i j
C

i I

j i= ( ) ( ) ⋅( )( )
∈
∏ ˆ , ˆ , ˆ , ,, , , , ,

,
0 0 1 1 2 2

3 ω

where j is the index of the attribute ρ(i) in S, and then
m = C/B.

4.2. Security results

Theorem 1. The proposed ABDS system is secure in the pro-
posed selective chosen attribute set and chosen ciphertext
security model under the (q + 1)-wDBDH assumption.
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Proof 1. The proposed ABDS system is based on a
potential online/offline KP-ABE scheme supporting
public ciphertext test. We denote the potential scheme by
Π = ( )Setup KeyGen Encrypt Encrypt Decryptoff on, , , , , which is
an improved version of a typical KP-ABE scheme (Liu et al.,
2014), denoted by Πo = ( )Setup KeyGen Encrypt Decrypto o o o, , , .
Because the scheme Πo is selective chosen attribute set and
chosen ciphertext secure under the (q + 1)-wDBDH assump-
tion, if we can reduce the security of Π to that of Πo, then the
proposed ABDS system is secure in the proposed security model
under the (q + 1)-wDBDH assumption. In the following, we will
show that any PPT attacker A with a non-negligible advan-
tage ε in the proposed security model against Π can be used
to design a PPT simulator B , which can break the security of
Πo with an advantage ε. The simulator B plays the chal-
lenger and interacts with A in the proposed security model.
The simulation proceeds as follows:

Init: Initially, A gives B a challenge attribute set S A A A* { *, *, , *}= 1 2 � κ ,
and B forwards it to the challenger of Πo, where κ = |S*| ≤ q.
Setup: The challenger B receives public parameters
Hch, , , , , , ,r pk g h u Ych ch ω from the challenger of Πo. Additionally,

B picks r xj j R p, ∈ � , computes C gj
rj

,1′ = , C u hj
x r

j j

,2′ = ( ) ,
and sets IT r x C Cj j j j j= ( , , , ), ,1 2′ ′ for j ∈ [N], where N is an integer
used by AA to determine the size of the immediate ciphertext
pool. Then, B picks r R p0 ∈ � , computes C gr

0 1
0

,′ = ,
v pk C C C C rch N ch= Hch( , , ), , , ,0 1 1 1 2 1 1′ ′ ′ ′� � ��� , C u hv r

0 2
0

,′ = ( ) and sets
IT C C0 0 1 0 2= ( , ), ,′ ′ . Also, B sets IT ITj j N

= { } ∈[ ]0, . Finally, B sends
PK r pk g h u Y ITch ch= Hch, , , , , , , ,ω to A .
Phase 1: A makes the following queries.

• KeyGen Query OKeyGen M, ρ( ): The adversary A submits an
access structure A = ( )M, ρ that is not satisfied by S*, where
M p

n∈ ×�� and ρ : l[ ]→ U . Because the secret keys in both
schemes Π and Πo are the same, B just passes (M, ρ) to
the challenger of Πo and obtains the secret key
SK M K K KM i i i i, , , ,, , , ,ρ ρ( ) ∈[ ]= ( ) { }0 1 2 � . Then, B gives A the
secret key SK M,ρ( ) .

• Decryption Query ODec SCT( ): The adversary A submits a
ciphertext

CT S C C C C C C CS j j j j S
= { } ∈[ ], , , , , , , ., , , , ,0 0 1 0 2 1 2 3

B verifies whether the ciphertext is legitimate based on the fol-
lowing equation:

ˆ , ˆ , ˆ ,, , ,
,e g C C u e C e C hi

i

S
C S

i
i

S
i

0 2 2
1

0 1
0

3

= =
∏ ∏⋅⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
( ) = ⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

ω ˆ̂ , ,, ,e C C uv
i
A

i

S
i

0 1 1
1=
∏⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

where v pk C C C rch N ch= ( )Hch , ˆ ˆ ˆ ,, , ,0 1 1 1 1� ��� , and ˆ
, ,C Cj j1 1= if

Cj,1 is a component of CTS, otherwise ˆ
, ,C Cj j1 1= ′ . If the above

equation holds, CTS is legitimate and B proceeds.
Subsequently, B transforms CTS into CTo of
a Πo ciphertext. B computes C C uj j

Cj
, ,

,
2 2

3= ⋅
and r sk m r mch ch ch= ( )TrapCollisionch , , , , where
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

, , ,m C C CN= 0 1 1 1 1� ��� , and m C C CS= 0 1 1 1 1, , ,� ��� . Then, B

sets CT S r C C C C C Co ch j j j S
= { } ∈[ ], , , , , , , ., , , ,0 0 1 0 2 1 2 Finally, B sends

CTo to the challenger of Πo, and passes the received results to
A unchanged.

Challenge: The adversary A submits two challenge messages m0 and
m1. The challenger B sends them to the Πo challenger and receives

a challenge ciphertext CT S r C C C C C Co ch j j j
* *, *, , , , , ,, , , ,= { } ∈[ ]0 0 1 0 2 1 2 κ ,

which is the Πo ciphertext of the message mb with b ∈ R{0, 1} chosen
by the challenger of Πo. It then selects z z z R p1 2, , ,� �κ ∈ and sets
CT S C C C C C C CS j j j j* , , , , ,*, , , , , { , * , * }= 〈 〉∈[ ]0 0 1 0 2 1 2 3 κ , where C C uj j

zj
, ,*2 2= ⋅ −

and C zj j,*3 = . Obviously, CTS* is a challenge ciphertext of Π, and B

just sends it to A .
Phase 2: The same as Phase 1, except that CTS* may not be sub-
mitted for oracle ODec.
Guess: Finally, the adversary A outputs a guess bit τA ∈{ }0 1, . The
challenger B just sets its guess bit as τ τB A= . Thus, if A can break
the proposed ABDS system with an advantage ε, then B breaks the
scheme Πo with the same probability. In terms of the security result
of Πo, it follows that the theorem is proved.

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we compare the proposed scheme with some
existing schemes (Hohenberger and Waters, 2014; Lewko and
Waters, 2011; Liu et al., 2014; Rouselakis and Waters, 2013) in
the security and efficiency respects. The comparison results
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, where P, E and M repre-
sent a pairing operation, an exponentiation operation and a
multiplication operation in bilinear groups, respectively. We
ignore minor cost factors such as arithmetic operations in �p .
The symbol “×” means that the scheme fails to realize the cor-
responding property. The symbol N is the size of offline
ciphertext pool and it is determined by the size of the attri-

Table 1 – Communication cost and security comparisons of attribute-based data sharing schemes supporting LSSS.

Schemes Computation cost Security

Offline
encryption

Online encryption Public ciphertext test Decryption

LW (Lewko and Waters, 2011) × (5ℓa + 2)E + (2ℓa + 1)M × 4kP + kE + 4kM CPA
RW (Rouselakis and

Waters, 2013)
× (3ℓa + 3)E + (2ℓa + 1)M × 3kP + kE + 2kM CPA

LLW (Liu et al., 2014) × (3ℓa + 6)E + (2ℓa + 3)M + 1H (2k + 3)P + (k + 1)E + (2k + 2)M + 1H 3kP + kE + 2kM CCA2
HW (Hohenberger and

Waters, 2014)
(3N + 3)E + NM (ℓa + 1)M × 3kP + 2kE + 3kM CPA

Ours 3E (ℓa + 2)M 4P + (2k + 2)E + (3k + 2)M + 1H 3kP + 2kE + 3kM CCA2
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bute universe. The symbol P means the bound of attributes
associated with a ciphertext. The number of attributes in the
attribute list and the complexity of the access structure are
denoted by ℓa and k, respectively. In Table 2, �G , �GT , |q|, �ch and
ℓr represent the size of an element in G, the size of an element
in GT , the size of an element in �q , the size of a Chameleon
hash value, and the size of a random value used in Chame-
leon hash, respectively. A Chameleon hash operation is denoted
as H.

In Table 1, each scheme is compared in terms of the offline
encryption cost, the online encryption cost, the public cipher-
text test cost, the decryption cost and the security. It is noted
that the offline encryption mode can eliminate a majority of
the computation task, which is suitable for resource-limited
mobile users in cloud computing. All these schemes are ex-
pressive and allow LSSS key policies. As shown in Table 1, only
the scheme (Hohenberger and Waters, 2014) and ours support
offline encryption. In particular, the proposed scheme only
needs three E operations, while the number of E operations
in the scheme (Hohenberger and Waters, 2014) is linearly pro-
portional to N. On the other hand, during the decryption phase,
the public ciphertext test can be performed by anyone and it
eliminates most of energy consumption due to illegitimate
ciphertexts. We note that only the scheme (Liu et al., 2014) and
ours provide public ciphertext test mechanisms. As for the ef-
ficiency of the public ciphertext test mechanism, the proposed
scheme is more efficient than the scheme (Liu et al., 2014) in
that the number of the most expensive P operations is con-
stant in ours and will not linearly increase with the complexity
of access structures. In the security respect, only the pro-
posed scheme and the scheme (Liu et al., 2014) realize CCA2
security and others are CPA-secure. We know from Table 2 that,
although the system public key size of the proposed scheme
is a little larger than that of Hohenberger and Waters (2014),
our scheme has smaller offline ciphertexts. Similar to
Hohenberger and Waters (2014; Liu et al. (2014); (Rouselakis and
Waters (2013), the secret key size of our scheme is 3� �a G , which
is smaller that that of (Lewko and Waters, 2011). In general,
the proposed scheme is the first KP-ABE scheme, which can
simultaneously support the online/offline encryption mode and
public ciphertext test, and it efficiently realizes CCA2 security.

In order to precisely evaluate the performance, we imple-
ment and compare the computation cost of Liu et al.’s scheme
LLW (Liu et al., 2014), Hohenberger et al.’s scheme HW
(Hohenberger and Waters, 2014) with that of ours in Fig. 3. Note
that the vertical axis is log scale. In Fig. 3(a) and (b), our simu-
lation experiments are based on the Java Pairing-Based
Cryptography Library (JPBC) (Caro and Iovino, 2011) and a lenovo
P780 smartphone with Android OS 4.2 operation system. JPBC
library provides the support of E and M operations and it is

used to implement offline encryption and online encryption
running in mobile smartphones. In Fig. 3(c) and (d), our simu-
lation experiments are based on the Stanford Pairing-Based
Cryptography Library (PBC) (Lynn) and a Linux machine with
Intel Core 2 processors running at 2.40 GHz and 2G memory.
PBC library can provide the support of P, E and M operations
and it is used to implement public ciphertext test and decryp-
tion running in personal computers (PC). In our experiments,
Type A pairings are adopted, which are constructed on the curve
y2 = x3 + x over the field Fq for some prime q satisfying q = 3 mod
4. Because the simulation does not involve the trapdoor col-
lision of Chameleon hashing, we use the SHA-1, instead. This
will not affect the simulation accuracy in that the computa-
tion cost of a Chameleon hashing just involves constant and
a small amount of E operations. We consider the worst case
of access structures, which ensures that all the ciphertext com-
ponents are involved in decryption. Specifically, we generate
100 distinct access structures in the form of A A Ak1 2∧ ∧ ∧( )�
with k increasing from 1 to 100, where each component Ai is
not wildcard. In each case, a corresponding secret key that con-
tains exact k attributes is generated. For each access structure,
the experiment is repeated 100 times on the PC and 50 times
on the smartphone, and the average values are used as the final
experimental results. Obviously, the experiment results indi-
cate that the proposed scheme is very efficient in terms of the
offline encryption cost, the online encryption cost, the public
ciphertext test cost and the decryption cost.Therefore, we argue
that the proposed ABDS system is more suitable for resource-
limited users in cloud computing.

6. Conclusions and future work

Aiming at tackling the computation efficiency and weak data
security issues in cloud data sharing, we propose an attribute-
based data sharing scheme suitable for resource-limited mobile
users in cloud computing. The proposed scheme supports
online/offline encryption modes and allows anyone to check
the validity of ciphertexts before expensive full decryption. Even
the computation task in offline phase is significantly reduced
by adding system public parameters. The proposed scheme is
proven secure in the proposed selective chosen attribute set
and chosen ciphertext security model under the wDBDH as-
sumption.Theoretical analysis and experimental results indicate
that the proposed data sharing scheme is extremely suitable
for resource-limited mobile users.

A possible goal for our future research would be to con-
sider direct attribute revocation in data sharing for resource-
limited users in cloud computing.

Table 2 – Parameter size comparison of attribute-based data sharing schemes supporting LSSS.

Schemes PK SK Offline CT Online CT

LW (Lewko and Waters, 2011) 5� �G G+ T 4� �a G × 3 1k T+( ) +� �G G

RW (Rouselakis and Waters, 2013) 4� �G G+ T 3� �a G × 2 1k T+( ) +� �G G

LLW (Liu et al., 2014) 4� � �G G+ ++T ch chr 3� �a G × 2 3k qT+( ) + +� �G G

HW (Hohenberger and Waters, 2014) 2 6 2N N qT+( ) + +� �G G 3� �a G 2 1 2P P qT+( ) + +� �G G 3 1k T+( ) +� �G G

Ours 2 6 2N rN qT ch ch+( ) + ++ +� � �G G 3� �a G 2� �G G+ T 3 3k T+( ) +� �G G
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